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Transport is studied for the kinetically stabilized tandem mirror, an attractive magnetic confinement
device for achieving a steady-state burning plasma. For a magnetohydrodynamic stable system,
three different radial transport models with Bohm, gyro-Bohm, and electron temperature gradient
�ETG� scaling are derived. As a conservative estimate, numerical coefficients in the models are
taken to be consistent with tokamak and stellarator databases. The plug mirrors create an ambipolar
potential that controls end losses, whereas radial losses are driven by drift wave turbulence, which
lowers the electron temperature through radially trapped particle modes and ETG transport losses.
The radial transport equations are analyzed, taking into account the Pastukhov energy and particle
end losses. For mirror ratio Rm=9 and a large density ratio between plug and central cell regions,
there is a high axial ion confinement potential �i /Ti�1, as demonstrated in the GAMMA-10 by
Cho et al. �Nucl. Fusion 45, 1650 �2005��. Profiles and total energy confinement times are
calculated for a proof-of-principle experiment �length L=7 m, central cell magnetic field B
=0.28 T, and radius a=1 m� and for a test reactor facility �L=30 m, B=3 T, a=1.5 m�. For these
parameter sets, radial loss dominates the end losses except in the low temperature periphery. In the
limit of negligible radial losses, ideal ignition occurs at Ti=7.6 keV from the two-body power end
losses. The transport suppressing rotation rate is well below the sonic value and scales similarly to
biased wall rotation rates in the Large Plasma Device experiments �Horton et al., Phys. Plasmas 12,
022303 �2005��. Simulation results show that the positive dependence of electron radial transport
with increasing electron temperature stabilizes the thermal instabilities giving steady state with Ti

=30–60 keV and Te=50–150 keV with a fusion amplification Q of order 1.5 to 5.0.
© 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2188913�
I. INTRODUCTION

Since the 1950s, mirror machines have been developed
as simple, yet elegant plasma confinement devices. Several
mirrors �often called plugs or anchors� may be linked to-
gether with solenoids in order to reduce troublesome end
losses; machines of this sort are called tandem mirrors. In the
tandem mirror, axisymmetry eliminates the potentially large
radial excursion of guiding center orbits that occurred in the
classic quadrupole plugged tandem mirror; it also reduces
the technology required to create the high magnetic field for
the large-mirror-ratio plugs.3 End losses in the axisymmetric
tandem mirror are reduced further by ambipolar trapping, a
consequence of the fact that electrons have higher velocities
than ions and hence scatter more rapidly. The scattering time
is an approximation for the confinement time, so that initially
there is a loss of electrons from the plugs of a tandem mirror.
However, as electrons are lost, a net positive charge develops
in the plugs to hold them back �electron temperature being
much greater than the ion temperature�. The formation of this
potential �e�0 leads to the ambipolar trap. An axisymmetric
tandem mirror reactor is thus a compact, high-plasma-
pressure fusion reactor with the potential of future extrapo-
lation to direct-energy-conversion units operating on end-
loss plasmas. Figure 1 shows the flux surfaces of the tandem
mirror and a graph of magnetic field and density levels along
the axis of the machine, as conceived in the 1970s and op-

erated at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in the
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1980s. Figure 2 shows details of the quadrupole mirror fields
that are the plugs for the central cell plasma. The peaked
plasma density np shown in Fig. 1 forms the electrostatic
confinement potential �e=Te ln�np /nc��2Te. Thus, the ions
in the central cell are confined both by the mirror ratio
Rm=Bp /Bcc and by the electrostatic potential �e.

Tandem mirrors still possess some inherent advantages
over toroidal confinement geometries as noted by
Kadomtsev,4 “¼for an infinite straight cylinder the physics
of plasma magnetic confinement looks very attractive from
the point of view of controlled nuclear fusion applications.
To proceed from the ideal picture of an infinitely long cylin-
der to a closed toroidal configuration it seems that it would
be sufficient to take some section of this cylinder and to bend
it into a torus. Unfortunately the bending of the magnetic
field strength drastically changes plasma properties.” With
drift wave confinement radial scaling laws, we show that
there are clear advantages for using a tandem mirror that
does not possess the curved field lines of the torus. From the
particle orbit perspective, it is sufficient to note that it is the
poloidal magnetic field that radially confines the trapped par-
ticles in a tokamak. Thus, once the central cell magnetic field
exceeds the poloidal magnetic field in the tokamak, the radial
orbits are smaller and simpler in the central cell plasma. The
3.5-MeV alpha particles have a gyroradius of ��=9 cm in
the 3 T central cell mirror field. This is smaller than the

radial excursions of the alpha particles in an ITER sized
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device �R /a=6 m/2 m� with 15 MA plasma current and a
poloidal circumference of 17 m, giving a poloidal field of
roughly 1 T. In a torus, the radial excursions are of order
27 cm with a strong pitch angle dependency; for mirror-
trapped alpha particles, the radial excursions are on the order
of the alpha gyroradius: 9 cm.

Recent ideas for using kinetic stabilizers provide end
plugs that are axisymmetric; this development avoids the
geodesic curvature components of the radial excursions that
result from the original nonaxisymmetric quadrupole �base-
ball� end plugs.5 The kinetically stabilized tandem mirror
�KSTM� end plugs may also consume less power than quad-
rupole plugs and allow a wider range of plug parameters.
Figure 3 shows the flux surfaces of the KSTM detailed in
Refs. 6 and 7. The power consumed by the kinetic stabilizers
has been estimated to be of order 5–10 MW.8

In the present work, our goal is to derive scaling laws for
the confinement time in the kinetically stabilized tandem
mirror for the case when there is anomalous radial transport
from drift wave turbulence. Using energy and particle con-
finement laws, we evaluate the levels of fusion power �P��

FIG. 1. �Color online� A schematic of the tandem mirror experiment per-
formed in the 1970s from Refs. 7 and 24.

FIG. 2. A close-up of the baseball coils at the ends of the tandem mirror

experiment from Ref. 25.
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and auxiliary heating �PECH� required to satisfy Lawson’s
criterion for fusion and achieve the break-even point for
power output.

Based on the Bohm, gyro-Bohm, and electron thermal
gradient �ETG� turbulent diffusion models, we derive scaling
laws for the temperature-power relationship, confinement
time, and stored energy. The ETG model is derived from the
limit of high �emi /me in the gyro-Bohm formula; it agrees
with the Alcator scaling laws. We then estimate dimension-
less transport coefficients for each of these models using a
simple matching technique: we match our confinement time
scaling laws with a result predicted and experimentally ob-
served for the L97 low-mode scaling in NSTX9 �National
Spheric Torus Experiment� Our scaling laws are then com-
pared with several experimental databases for tokamaks and
stellarators, including both low-mode and high-mode ma-
chines. The well-known confinement improvement at high �,
as well as the absence of destabilizing toroidal curvature,
makes the use of the tokamak and stellarator confinement
database a conservative radial transport estimate. Finally, we
evaluate Lawson’s criterion for ignition and determine the
temperature at which the KSTM achieves break-even. Re-
sults are discussed for a larger fusion reactor version of the
KSTM �FR� as well as a smaller proof-of-principle �PoP�
KSTM machine. The parameters that define these two ma-
chines are summarized in Table I.

The 27 m long GAMMA 10 tandem mirror with con-
finement potentials of 2 keV has reached ion temperatures of
several keV with 200 kW of ion cyclotron heating �ICH� in
the central cell and 300–400 kW of electron cyclotron heat-
ing �ECH� in the plugs. The central cell exhibits drift wave
fluctuations that have been manipulated through the variation
of the shearing from the rotational motion due to the radial
electric field. The Pastukov end loss formula gives ��

=30 ms and the observed end loss confinement time is ��

=40 to 45 ms; this is in reasonable agreement with the data.1

The net radial loss rate of particles is about one-half that of
the end loss rate, consistent with the drift wave model for
anomalous radial transport. The GAMMA 10 team found
that the tandem mirror configuration allows external control

FIG. 3. �Color online� A flux surface of the KSTM from Ref. 7.
of the rotational shearing rate; they theoretically and experi-
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mentally demonstrated a reliable method of suppressing
anomalous radial loss rates from drift wave turbulence.1 The
rotation rate is well below the sonic value and scales simi-
larly to biased wall rotation rates in the Large Plasma Device
experiments.2

The dominant two-body �n2� Coulomb power loss rate
for the KSTM is ion-ion scattering over the potential barrier
rather than the brehmstrahlung radiation from electron-ion
collisions.7 Thus, the ideal ignition temperature is shifted up
from the classical 4.7 keV value to Ti=7.6 keV �and Te taken
to be 4Ti� as calculated in Sec. III for the KSTM reactor. The
ignition temperature is a function of the machine parameters;
this higher value of 7.6 keV is determined by the reactivity
��v� and the ambipolar electrostatic potential intrinsic to
mirror plasma confinement �Ref. 10, pp. 180–184�.

Above the ignition temperature, radial losses control the
burning plasma properties. Electron thermal diffusivities 	e

from high �e �the ratio of electron pressure to magnetic pres-
sure� drift wave theory and from experimental databases
show the dependence n	e�const. Historically, this constant
n	e dependence is called the Alcator scaling law; it has been
observed in many high-density magnetic confinement de-
vices. The Alcator scaling follows most directly from the
theory of electron temperature gradient �ETG� turbulence;
therefore, we use the ETG model in comparison with Bohm,
low-�e gyro-Bohm, and empirical models for the radial
transport studies in Sec. IV.

II. SCALING LAWS

A. Bohm and gyro-Bohm diffusivity

We use the diffusivity as the basis for all of our scaling
laws; gyro-Bohm and Bohm theory models are the standard
turbulent models for confinement. For PoP parameters and
length scale comparable to the radius �LTe

=a�, we estimate

TABLE I. Machine parameters.

Parameter PoP value FR value
Scale-up
�FR/PoP�

a 1 m 1.5 m 1.5

L 7 m 30 m 4.28

n 1020 m−3 1020 m−3 1

Bcc 0.28 T 3 T 10.7

Bplug 2.5 T 18 T 7.2

Te 130 eV 60 keV 461

Ti 32.5 eV 15 keV 461

Gas type Deuterium Deuterium
and tritium

Volume 22 m3 212 m3 9.6

Surface
area

44 m2 283 m2 6.4

ci=�i /Ti 5.75 7.8 1.35

ce=�e /Te 8 8.5 1.06

pECH 0.8 MW/m3 0.8 MW/m3 1

Rm 9 9 1

�e 0.066 0.27 4
the Bohm and gyro-Bohm diffusivities for low �e:
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	B = cBTe

B
= cB 130 V

0.28 T
= cB464 m2/s �1�

Notice that in the diffusivity relations in Eqs. �1� and �2�, we
have not yet given values for the dimensionless constants.
For high �e we use the electromagnetic ETG formula for the
diffusivity, cB, and cgB.11

	ETG =
me

mi�e
	gB = cETG me

mi�e

�s

LTe

Te

eB
�3�

=cETG me

mi�e

0.0059 m

1 m

130 V

0.28 T
= cETG0.023 m2/s. �4�

In Table II we give estimates for the dimensionless constants
�cB, cgB, and cETG� and evaluate the resulting diffusivities.
Our derivation of these coefficients uses the L97 scaling law,
normalized to values measured in the NSTX facility, a pro-
cess fully explained in Appendices A and B. Table II also
contains values for the deuterium gyroradius, sound speed,
and number of gyroradii within the plasma for an electron
temperature length scale comparable to the radius �LTe

=a�.

B. Temperature scaling laws

To derive scaling laws for temperature T as a function of
the steady state power P= Pin= Ploss= Pradial+ Pend, we use the
heat flux equation

q =
Pradial

A
= − ne	

dTe

dr
	 ne	Te/a . �5�

Here, A=2
aL is the surface area of the central cell. We also
assume that the end loss is less than the radial loss given by
the thermal heat flux; this assumption is verified a posteriori.
We substitute the diffusivity formulas into this equation to
obtain three scaling laws:

	gB � cgBa−1B−2Te
3/2, 	B � cBB−1Te,

�6�
	ETG � cETGa−1n−1T1/2,

TABLE II. Radial transport parameters.

Parameter PoP value FR value Ratio

�s 5.9 mm 13 mm 2.2

cs 79 km/s 1.5�103 km/s 19

a /�s 170 113 0.66

�scs 464 m2/s 2�104 m2/s 43

cB 0.1 0.003 0.03

cgB 18.4 2.8 0.15

cETG 4.0 0.06 0.015

	B 46 m2/s 60 m2/s 1.3

	gB 24 m2/s 24.3 m2/s 1

	ETG 0.1 m2/s 0.24 m2/s 2.4
e
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Te
gB � 
aPB2

nL
�2/5

, Te
B ��PB

nL
, Te

ETG � 
Pa

L
�2/3

.

�7�

Scaling laws for temperature as a function of steady-state
fusion power P, formulated using various thermal diffusivity
models �the low-mode L97 law,12 the high-mode H98 law,13

and the stellarator law ISS0414�, are shown in Fig. 4. The
models are referenced with a dimensionless diffusivity coef-
ficient such that an electron temperature matching the L97
law �approximately 1.5 keV for the FR� is produced by
3.3 MW of heating for the radial loss channel to match
NSTX data.9 Among our temperature scaling laws �7�, the
ETG model yields the most favorable temperature for fusion
and the gyro-Bohm model the least favorable; this is clearly
shown by Fig. 4.

Adopting the tokamak and stellarator confinement data-
bases to predict the radial losses in the central cell of the
KSTM has its limitations. The spread in the range of the
predicted core temperatures from 5 to 22 keV, shown in Fig.
4, provides an estimate for the range of uncertainty in the
predictions based on these empirical �L97, H98, ISS04� and
theoretical �ETG, Bohm, gyro-Bohm� laws. The dispersion
in predicted temperatures, although wide, is reasonable for
the range of input power and confinement laws.

C. Gyro-Bohm and Bohm scaling laws

Stored plasma energy W is defined by the temperatures:

W = 
Volume

d3x
3

2
�ne�Te + Ti�

=
3

2
ne�Te + Ti�V = 1.5ne�Te + Ti�
a2L , �8�

where V is the volume. Here we use the mean value theorem
to define the mean temperatures Te and Ti in Eq. �8� for the
stored plasma energy W and confinement time �E. At this
point, for the sake of clarity, we define new constants
fgB��cgB�−2/5, fB��cB�−1/2, and fETG��cETG�−2/3. Substitut-
ing the temperature scaling laws from �Eq. �7��, we obtain
scaling laws for W:

B B 2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

FIG. 4. �Color online� Temperatures TgB, TB, and TETG versus power for the
FR system, compared with empirical predictions. In this graph, the FR
achieves T=12–20 keV for P120 MW. Here the ETG model is the most
relevant theoretical model due to the high electron plasma beta.
W = f a L n B P , �9�
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WgB = fgBa2.4L0.6n0.6B0.8P0.4, �10�

WETG = fETGa2.66L0.33nP0.66. �11�

The total energy confinement time �E is defined by the power
balance equation

�W

�t
= P −

W

�E
, �12�

where P is the sum of the alpha particle heating and the radio
frequency wave heating powers. At steady state, this gives us
expressions for the model global confinement times:

�E
B = fBa2L0.5n0.5B0.5P−0.5, �13�

�E
gB = fgBa2.4L0.6n0.6B0.8P−0.6, �14�

�E
ETG = fETGa2.66L0.33nP−0.33. �15�

Table III provides a comparison between these �E scaling
laws and several empirical laws adapted to the tandem mir-
ror. Figure 5 shows the dependence of �E on power; Fig. 6
shows the stored thermal energy W.

III. MEASURING SUCCESSFUL FUSION

A. Lawson’s criterion

Lawson’s criterion is a simple, widely used index of
thermonuclear power gain for all confinement devices. For
steady-state, magnetic-confinement fusion power, the
Lawson criterion is simply n�E�1020 s /m3. We evaluate this
criterion for the fusion reactor at a variety of auxiliary pow-
ers, lengths, radii, and mirror ratios. Figure 7 shows how the

TABLE III. Summary of global scaling laws for radial loss times �E �s�.

�E
B=0.042 B1/2 L1/2 a2 n1/2 P−1/2

�E
gB=0.016 B0.8 L0.6 a2.4 n0.6 P−0.6

�E
ETG=0.025 — L0.33 a2.66 n1 P−0.33

�L97=0.010 B0.99 L0.93 a1.86 n0.4 P−0.73

�H98=0.067 B1.08 L0.46 a2.44 n0.41 P−0.69

�ISS95=0.060 B0.83 L0.065 a2.21 n0.51 P−0.59

�ISS04=0.103 B0.89 L0.6 a2.33 n0.59 P−0.64

FIG. 5. �Color online� Confinement times, with a variety of scaling laws
adopted to the KSTM fusion reactor and the baseline fusion reactor param-
eters in Table I. Classical drift wave scaling laws �Bohm, gyro-Bohm, and
ETG� are normalized to match the empirical L97 results from NSTX at
3.3 MW of radial power loss. At low power, the ISS04 and H98 laws per-

form best; at high power, the ETG law matches and then exceeds these laws.
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Lawson parameter n�E decreases with input power. The
physical reason for this decrease is clear from the derivation
of Eqs. �13�–�15�. As the input power is increased, the ther-
mal diffusivity increases and thus the energy confinement
product n�E decreases.

B. Break-even and ignition in the fusion reactor

Fusion power amplification Q is the usual quantity used
to determine the merit of a fusion plasma. The break-even
condition for fusion is described by the formula6

Q =
Pfusion

Pinjected
=

5P�

Pexternal heating
=

5P�

PECH + Pplug
� 1. �16�

In order to calculate Q for the KSTM, we need to calculate
the alpha power from the total injected power. We estimate
that half of the central cell volume is burning, VBP

= �
 /2�a2L, then calculate the alpha power and the break-
even point. Figure 8 shows how Q varies with electron tem-
perature; it also shows that break-even �Q=1� occurs at ap-
proximately Te=38.6 keV, Ti=9.6 keV.

The classical ignition temperature Ti=4.7 keV is defined
by �Ref. 10, pp. 180–184�:

P� = Pbrem = 5.34 � 10−37n2ZTe
1/2 MW/m3. �17�

However, for the tandem mirror, the dominant two-body loss
rate is the end loss Pend rather than bremsstrahlung power, so
that ignition for the KSTM occurs at P�= Pbrem+ Pend. This
raises the ignition temperature from the classical

FIG. 6. �Color online� Stored plasma energy with a variety of scaling laws
adopted to the KSTM fusion reactor, using the baseline parameters in Table
I. Classical drift wave scaling laws �Bohm, gyro-Bohm, and ETG� are nor-
malized to match the empirical L97 results from NSTX at 3.3 MW of radial
power loss. Again, we see that the ETG law outperforms all others at high
power, while the Bohm and gyro-Bohm stored energy laws give results
similar to the L97 low-mode empirical law.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Lawson’s parameter n�E for the fusion reactor KSTM

as a function of total input power �alpha heating and auxiliary heating�.
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4.7 keV to Ti=7.6 keV. Figure 9 shows this shift in ignition
temperatures.

Since ignition is a transient state with the total stored
plasma energy W increasing with time, the transient Q* takes
into account the power used to increase the plasma thermal
energy W�t�. Following15, we define

Q* = 5P�/
PECH + Pplug −
dW

dt
� �18�

as the transient fusion power amplification factor.

IV. FUSION POWER AND END LOSSES

We use the Pastukhov tandem mirror end loss time ��,
experimentally confirmed by Cho et al.1 Axial confinement is
determined by ion-ion scattering time �ii, the plug mirror
ratio, and the ambipolar potential

�� = exp�ci��Apci�ii + RmL/vth,i� , �19�

Ap =
�


4

Rm

Rm + 1
ln�2Rm + 2� = 1.5, �20�

where Rm=Bplug/B is the mirror ratio and Ap is the
Pastukhov parameter. Parameters are defined in Table I such
that ci=�i /Ti=7.8, and ce=�e /Te=8.5 in order to match

FIG. 8. �Color online� Break-even can be calculated with either injected
power or power loss because at steady state these powers are equal. Here we
have used PECH for external heating power; the lower, green line shows Q
when power from the plugs is also taken into consideration. Break-even is
achieved at Te=38.6 keV, when we have a PECH=85 MW, and P�

=17 MW.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Density vs temperature curves for break-even at
steady state. The leftmost singularity �solid curve� shows the ignition tem-
perature without end losses. The rightmost singularity �dashed curve� shows
the ignition temperature when end losses are included. The ignition tempera-

ture jumps from the classical value of Ti=4.7 to 7.6 keV.
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with Hua and Fowler.6 The central cell electron density is
denoted by n and the plug density is np, given in units of
1019 m−3. The practical formula for the ion-ion collision time
is

�ii = 1/�i =
66.82�0

2mi
1/2Ti

3/2

nie
4 ln �i

� 5.2 ms
Ti

3/2 keV

n19 ln �i/20
, �21�

using Eq. 11.24 of Goldston and Rutherford.10 For
n=1020 m−3 and Ti=10 keV, we have �ii=4.5 ms
�RmL /vth,i=0.43 ms. Further estimates for �ii are given in
Table IV.

Formulas for thermonuclear heating power P�, radial
power loss Pradial, and end loss power Pend are

P� = nDnT��v�DTE� = 1
4n2��v�DTE�, �22�

Pradial =
3

2

n�Te + Ti�
�E

, �23�

Pend =
n��i + �e�

��

. �24�

Here the alpha particle fusion energy per reaction is
E�=3.5 MeV, and we have assumed a 50-50 mixture of deu-
terium and tritium in our definition of P�. Contour graphs of
these powers versus density and temperature are shown in
Fig. 10. The balance between end losses and P� is shown in
Fig. 11. In Eq. �22� the fusion reactivity for deuterium-
tritium reactions is defined as

��v�DT = 3.68 � 10−18Ti
−2/3�0.5 + 
 Ti

55
�1.3�−1

�exp�− 19.94Ti
−1/3� . �25�

The reactivity, Eq. �25�, has a maximum of 8.7
�10−22 m3/s at Ti=70 keV. High plasma pressure in the
tandem mirror’s central cell causes the resulting diamagnetic
currents to deepen the magnetic well self-consistently,
thereby increasing the mirror ratio Rm as �e increases. This is
advantageous because the reactor can use the magnetic field
to make the system more efficient.

V. COUPLED RADIAL TRANSPORT EQUATIONS

Our goal is to find profiles for n and Te across the cylin-
drical region of the KSTM; these profiles can then be used to
find regions where Lawson’s criterion holds. To do this, we
must solve the following system of four coupled differential

6

TABLE IV. Comparison of loss rates and other variables.

Variable PoP value FR value

�� 0.37 s 796 s

�ii 4.8 �s 28 ms

�i 187 eV 117 keV

�Di 4.2 �m 9.1 10−5 m

��v�DT 5.3�10−44 m2 2.7�10−22 m2

ln �ii 12.6 21.8
equations in density and temperature:
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3

2

�

�t
ncTe +

nc

��

�1 + ce�Te −
1

r

�

�r

rnc	e

�

�r
Te� = Pe, �26�

3

2

�

�t
ncTi +

nc

��

�1 + ci�Ti −
1

r

�

�r

rnc	i

�

�r
Ti� = Pi, �27�

�

�t
nc +

nc

��

−
1

r

�

�r

rD

�

�r
nc� = ncn0��v�CX, �28�

FIG. 10. �Color online� �Above� alpha power density from end losses and
�below� ETG radial losses as isolines in units of MW/m3 in the density-
temperature plane. Red lines show contours of �e.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Power balance of the reference reactor as a function
of electron temperature at constant density. Here Ti=0.4Te �for lower Ti

these lines do not cross�. Fusion alpha power is shown in red and total
power loss in blue �dashed�. Their intersection at Te=11.2 keV is an un-
stable fixed point of the ignition dynamics. To the left of this point, power
loss is greater than alpha heating power, so that the temperature drops in the
absence of auxiliary ECH heating. For temperatures greater than Te

=11.2 keV, the alpha power heating exceeds the end loss rate, so that the
temperature increases secularly until radial losses that increase with tem-
perature limit the temperature increase to Te

*. Well above Te=11.2 keV the
temperature comes to a new stable equilibrium point. The details of the
system’s motion about Te

* depends on whether the radial losses from ETG or
Bohm transport balance the alpha heating.22 For the Bohm radial loss the
stable equilibrium temperature is Te

*=114 keV. When the electron tempera-
ture is greater than 114 keV the plasma pressure exceeds 1.8 MPa, which is
roughly half of the magnetic pressure from B=3 T. At still higher tempera-
ture, the system disassembles through violent magnetohydrodynamic

motions.
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�

�t
np +

np

�p
= npNb��v�CX. �29�

Here the ambipolar potential is �e=Te ln�np /nc�. In addition,
n0 is the central cell gas feed density and Nb is the density of
the neutral beam that drives the plug plasma; both densities
are taken to be constants. The exponential buildup of plasma
to densities above 1020 m−3 was demonstrated in the 2XIIB
experiment. The charge exchange ionization rate at the neu-
tral beam injection energy is taken as Eb=1 MeV, in accor-
dance with Ref. 6. The particle loss time �p is proportional to
the ion-electron collision time �ie, and is defined as

�p = �ie
nc

np

1 −

�i + �e

Eb
� . �30�

Since the charge exchange reactivity ��v�CX is dependent on
the ion temperature Ti, the density equations do not decouple
from the thermal equations. At this stage, we approximate
��v�CX as a constant. The injected power densities in Eqs.
�26� and �27� are

Pe = P�,e + PECH − Qei, �31�

Pi = P�,i + Qei, �32�

where P�,s is the power density transferred into species s
from alpha particles, PECH is the electron cyclotron heating
power density, and Qei is the power transfer from electrons to
ions. In the simulations, we use Neumann boundary condi-
tions at r=0 and r=Redge=�2a. We absorb the power and
particles in the region between a and �2a to represent fast
losses to the limiters and to the end loss diverter chambers.

A modified version of the tokamak transport barrier dy-
namics �TBD� code is used to solve this system of equations.
We use boundary conditions of specified edge temperature
Te�a , t� and central cell density n�a , t�, with a programmable
core rf heating profile PECH�r , t�.

In the TBD code, we use a modified version of these
equations �26�–�29�.16 We let x=r2 in order to simulate in the
cylindrical geometry. The Pastuhkov time, a key element for
end losses in the KSTM, is dependent on density and tem-
perature, and scales as �� ��T3/2 /n�. Here the contribution of
ion thermal velocity to �� is small in the parameter regime we
consider, and is therefore neglected. Figure 12 is a result
from our simulation; it shows that the density profile is more
peaked than the temperature profile, which reduces the im-
portance of the temperature gradient modes. An adaptive in-
tegrater is used with tolerances specified by Ref. 15.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The tandem mirror offers clear advantages over other
fusion devices. The kinetically stabilized tandem mirror is a
compact, high power-density fusion reactor based on the axi-
symmetric tandem mirror, and controlled by external field
coils and high energy neutral beams. The operating mode for
the KSTM is intrinsically continuous, with no need for rf
current drive required by a tokamak reactor. Plasma losses
from the ends of the linear system provide the opportunity

for coupling the central plasma power generator to a plasma

ownloaded 24 Aug 2006 to 128.83.179.119. Redistribution subject to 
expander chamber for direct conversion to electrical power.
Moir et al.17 have outlined how a three-stage “venetian
blind” direct energy-convertor could obtain between 60%
and 80% efficiency in converting fusion power to electric
power. Other uses for the well focused, low entropy, end loss
exhaust plasma may be materials testing and environmental
clean up.

Two major sources of plasma disruption are eliminated
in the tandem mirror that are present in toroidal confinement
systems. In the torus, the burning fusion core plasma pres-
sure and pressure gradient are strictly limited by the combi-
nation of the pressure gradient in the unfavorable magnetic
curvature as measured by �p= �2�0 /Bm

2 �r0���0
r0�r /r0�2

��−dp /dr�dr when r0 is the low-order-mode rational surface

where B� ·�	r=0. These internal kink modes are driven by
both pressure gradient dp /dr and the tokamak toroidal cur-
rent gradient dJ� /dr, as shown in Ref. 18. The impact of the
sawteeth oscillations on limiting the fusion power in toroidal
devices is shown in Ref. 15 using a model from Ref. 19. The
sawteeth oscillations are known to trigger the neoclassical
tearing modes that produce magnetic islands of the order of a
few centimeters in width, for example, in JET,20 which will
also limit the performance of the tokamak reactor.

We use the standard theoretical models for plasma ther-
mal diffusivity and also empirical plasma confinement laws
to investigate the fusion power capabilities of the axisym-

FIG. 12. �Color online� The central cell density �above� and electron tem-
perature �below� as a function of time from the TBD simulation. Density n
is in units of 1019 m−3. Ten lines are plotted, each for a different radius. Red
line is the core density, purple is the edge density, and intermediate mid-
stream lines range between core and edge in ROYGBIV order from top to
bottom: Red �r=0�, pink �r=0.2�, orange �r=.4�, yellow �r=0.6�, light
green �r=0.8�, dark green �r=1.1�, turquoise �r=1.3�, blue �r=1.5�, plum
�r=1.7�, violet �r=1.9�.
metric kinetically stabilized tandem mirror proposed by
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Post.5 We find that although the Bohm scaling formula does
not allow the system to reach steady-state fusion, the more
relevant theoretical diffusivity formula for high �e�0.1 de-
rived from electron magnetic drift waves,11 and the ETG
model21,22 yields a reasonable operating window for a burn-
ing plasma with Ti=30–60 keV and Te=50–150 keV.
The fusion power density, shown in Fig. 10, is
P�=1–5 MW/m3, and for the burning core volume of
VBP=106 m3 �r�a /2�, the net fusion power is
100–500 MW. We take the injected power required to main-
tain the end plugs to be as large as 10 MW,8 but note that the
fusion parameter Q= Pfus / Pinj for the central cell is then be-
tween 1.5 and 5.0.

Radial transport simulations indicate that the profiles
produced from the alpha particle heating balanced by the
radial electron thermal losses are stable to small thermal per-
turbations. Work continues on determining the profile and
amount of auxiliary electron cyclotron heating, PECH, re-
quired to drive and control an attractive burning tandem mir-
ror fusion plasma.

The Bohm, gyro-Bohm, and ETG scaling laws derived
specifically for the KSTM give confinement times compa-
rable with those of experimental databases. For the base line
FR parameters we estimate break-even at fusion Q=1 and
Te=38.6 keV; at this temperature, �E=0.9±0.2 s and
P�=17 MW based on the ETG law. Lawson’s criterion is
achieved for the Bohm law for temperatures less than ap-
proximately 28 keV, and for the ETG scaling law for less
than 34 keV. Our study projects that the fusion reactor will
achieve break-even before reaching the central cell pressure
limit. Thus the KSTM appears to provide a viable high
power density alternative to the tokamak; as such, it deserves
further study. The range of uncertainty of our predictions for
KSTM fusion power is evident in Figs. 4–7, which display
results for the various scaling laws. Our method adapts the
large toroidal confinement databases to theoretical drift wave
transport formulas, providing a conservative overestimate of
the radial power losses.

This methodology overestimates the amount of radial
transport power loss from the drift wave turbulence, and
therefore accounts for the lower range of Q �Q=1–5� re-
ported here, compared with Q�H-F�=10 reported in Hua and
Fowler.6 The discrepancy in the Q estimates between these
works points to the need for full turbulence simulations and
the use of confinement data from the GAMMA-10 device.
There is a need for new experiments on large cylindrical
plasmas at high temperatures and high plasma pressures.
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APPENDIX A: ADAPTATION OF THE L97 LAW
TO KSTM GEOMETRY

For comparison with Bohm, gyro-Bohm, and ETG con-
finement time scaling laws �Eqs. �13�–�15��, and in order to
determine the dimensionless f constants, we adapt the large,
tokamak database low-mode L97 scaling law to the tandem
mirror geometry12 as follows:

�E = 0.023Ip
0.96B0.03R1.89a−0.06�0.64n0.4P−0.73. �A1�

For the KSTM, we use ellipticity �=1, and the approxima-
tion L=2
R. Most importantly, we need to approximate the
plasma current Ip in terms of other parameters, since the
KSTM has no parallel plasma current running through it. We
make the major assumption that the radial confinement in the
KSTM is comparable to the confinement in the same size
tokamak with the edge safety factor of q=2. For a tokamak,
�E depends principally on the poloidal magnetic field Bp,
given by the plasma current Ip in Eq. �A1�. We eliminate Ip

using a

�0Ip = Bpds = �Bp�l , �A2�

where l=2
a is the poloidal length of the integration path,
and taking the edge safety factor

q =
BTa

�Bp�R
= 2. �A3�

We calculate the equivalent plasma current Ip, using the fact
that q�a�=2 to obtain

Ip =



�0
10−6Ba2

R
= 2.5

Ba2

R
, �A4�

where Ip is 3.5 MA for the equivalent tokamak with R /a
=4.77/1.5=3.2. The L97 law �Eq. �A1��, which summarizes
confinement times from 13 tokamaks and 2000 high quality
documented discharges yields for the same size tandem mir-
ror:

�L97
STM = 0.01B0.99L0.93a1.86n0.4P−0.73. �A5�

For the FR parameters in Table I with power loss of
P=50 MW, we find �L97=0.22 s from Eq. �A5�.

APPENDIX B: DETERMINATION OF DIFFUSIVITY
COEFFICIENTS

In the NSTX experiment, shot 106 194, LeBlanc et al.
report that P=3.3 MW and �E=0.014 s, which matches the
L97 prediction.9 We require that our Bohm and gyro-Bohm
scaling laws for confinement time match the L97 prediction
at P=3.3 MW as well; this matching determines the diffu-
sivity coefficients. We make an independent estimation of the
diffusivity coefficients for the PoP and FR machines, and
thus we obtain two sets of predictions for cB and cgB. For the
FR at P=3.3 MW level, we find �E,L97=1.57 s, and for the
PoP machine we find �E,L97=0.028 s. Resulting values for

the diffusivity coefficients are in Table II.
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APPENDIX C: PASTUKHOV LOSS RATE
OVER AN ELECTROSTATIC BARRIER
IN A MIRROR TRAP

The rate of escape of charged particles from a mirror
field with a potential barrier c=e� /T and a mirror ratio
Rm=Bmax/Bmin is a complex boundary value problem solved
by Pastukhov.23 The Fokker-Planck equation for F�v ,�� is
solved with the mixed boundary conditions

F
v2 =
e�

m
,� = 1� = 0 and v0

�

�v
F = Rm

−1 �

��
F �C1�

at v=v0=�e� /m and �=v� /v=cos���=1. The electrostatic
loss cone boundary is given by R�2=R−1+e� /mv2. In the
case of ion-ion collisions, the results for density and energy
decay are approximately

d

dt
ni =

− 2ni

�
�ii

� Rm

Rm + 2

ln�2Rm + 2�
ci exp ci

=
− 2niTi

�
�ii

� Rm

Rm + 2

ln�2Rm + 2�
exp ci

, �C2�

�−
ni

��

3

2

d

dt
niTi �C3�

for large electrostatic confinement potential ci=e� /Ti�1.
Equations �C1� and �C2� are derived in Ref. 23.
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